Comet Class - Term 5 Learning News!
Maths

Life Skills

Number: We will be generalising our number

In Term 5 we will take part in simulated

Literacy
Speaking: We will be developing our

knowledge in all areas of our school

road crossing activities at school. We will also

communication skills with unfamiliar

curriculum. We will be counting vegetables

practice how to wait at a real zebra crossing
out in the community during our ASDA trip.

Listening: We are developing our turn

in cooking, counting steps on our walks and

people.
taking skills and sharing skills whilst using

counting items/places on maps.

the interactive whiteboard screen to

Shape, Space and measure: We will talk

choose English/Maths songs.

about the shapes and sizes of vegetables

Writing: We will make marks/circle on

and countries.

maps to find familiar places.

LIFESTYLES

Reading: We will be reading instructions
to make pasta.

ICT
We will be using ICT for leisure and learning
purposes. We will be developing our sharing
General Homework Ideas…

and turn taking skills through the interactive

Chopping some vegetables to help

whiteboard screen. We will also look for
different places on maps.

make salad. Making marks/drawing on
maps. Talking about different jobs
that people have. Playing games such

PE
This term in PE we will continue using benches

as bingo, Pop-Up Pirate and iPad
Food Technology

and apparatus to create different circuits to

This term we will be chefs! We are learning

develop our gross motor skills, core stability

about different jobs. We are going to role-play

and strength. We will also learn different
relaxing techniques.

that we are chefs and we will promote healthy
eating by learning how to make salad.

games to develop turn taking and
sharing skills.

Art
This term we will be making marks on maps and we will follow different paths to find our way to the school/shop/park, etc.

Class News Term 5 2018
Forest School will continue on
Thursdays throughout this term,
we go out in most weather so
please ensure pupils have
waterproof coats and wellies if you
have them.

Each week we will be going

Elm the Tree Farm will continue

shopping to ASDA and then to the

on Fridays, throughout this term,

Café to choose a drink. Please can

we go out in most weather so

we have a voluntary contribution

please ensure pupils have

of £1 every week.

waterproof coats and wellies if you

Thank you

have them.

We like to hear about exciting events at home such as days out, birthday celebrations, holidays. So, we can
have supported conversations with pupils about their evenings/weekends. We also love to celebrate pupil
success so please let us know about achievements, such as new words/signs, increased independence with selfcare/life skills etc. A note in the diary or an email and even photos would be lovely, thanks!


